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We are starting to see a trend back to multi-class
structures as companies want to retain control but
have the flexibility to issue stock and not dilute
ownership. How do they do this? Issue non-voting
shares of course. As more and more companies
begin to offer non-voting shares it is time to
understand the true value of the vote.
Most stocks typically offer 1 vote per share owned.
That is not the case for 500+ global multiclass
companies that have separate voting and nonvoting
lines. Essentially the value of the vote should be the
current spread between the vote and non-vote
shares, but there are a handful of variables such as
market liquidity, company buybacks and index
changes that can distort this valuation at times.
Historically this premium averages about 2% but
this does not explain the whole story. We see votes
trade as high as 100% over the non-vote (company
looking for control as cheaply as possible) to
inverted situations where the vote trades at a
discount to non-voting shares. Regardless to the
vote- both classes are fundamentally the same.
•
•
•
•

Generally both classes have the same
economic rights to all company profits
Dividends are typically identical for both
classes of stock
In the event of a take over- most structures
require the same take out price
Only material difference is the vote

Index Representation
•

As of 2015, the S&P 500 recognized multiclass securities and added both lines to the
index (liquidity permitting)

•

Most indexes now recognize both classes of
stock

In some cases the vote is absolutely worthless but
still demands a premium. GOOGLE is a classic
example of this situation. They currently have 3
classes of stock.
Class A (GOOGL) – controls 1 vote per share
Class B (not traded) – controls 10 votes per share
Class C (GOOG) – controls 0 votes per share
If you want to have any say you must own either
class A or B. Given class B does not trade you are
stuck with buying class A. So, for mere $18.20
(GOOGL $971.85 – GOOG $953.65) you can
control a vote.
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Similar structures but drastically different valuations. These
fluctuations are the result of typically short-term liquidity events
occurring in the market. In the case of FOX, the event is a
prolonged buyback program where they only can buy back the
non-vote shares.
To quantify the true value of the vote in a logical manner is
difficult given the market demands a premium for a worthless
vote and pays you a 2% discount to take the vote. Overtime there
is a mean reversion that occurs once the outside variables subside.
The key is understanding the drivers and assessing if the market is
pricing the impact correctly.
We continue to see multi-class structures arise as companies want
to retain control but have the flexibility to issue stock and not
dilute ownership. We have conducted an analysis of a subset of
these securities which shows that over time you can add alpha to
the position by owning a certain class of stock at a certain time.
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REG ULATO RY DISC LO SURE
All materials are provided for informational purposes only and should not be used or construed as an
offer to sell, a solicitation of an offer to buy, or a recommendation for any security. Penserra
Securities LLC is not responsible for gains/losses that may result in the trading of these securities.
All information is believed to be obtained from reliable sources, but there is no guarantee that the
information supplied is accurate, complete, or timely. There is no guarantee or warranty with
regard to the results obtained from the use of Penserra’s research. There is no guarantee of
suitability or potential value of any particular investment or information source. You acknowledge
that your requests for this information are unsolicited and shall neither constitute nor be considered
investment advice. As of the time of this publication Penserra Securities LLC does not make a
market in any equity securities. Neither the research analyst nor any member of that individual’s
household has a financial interest in the debt or equity security of the subject company and has not
received any compensation directly from the subject company in the previous 12 months. Penserra
has not received nor is not entitled to receive compensation from any covered company in any of
our reports over the last 12 months for any services rendered and has no reasonable expectation to
receive compensation in the forthcoming three months for any services provided including
investment banking services. Neither Penserra, nor any of its affiliates, owns more than 1% or more
of any class of common equity securities of the subject company. Past performance is not an
indication of future performance. Investors are encouraged to consult a registered broker or
investment adviser before making any investment decisions. The interpretations and opinions
expressed herein are solely those of the author and not of Penserra Securities LLC as an
organization. Penserra Securities LLC 2014. Member: SIPC, MSRB, FINRA.
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